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SUBJECT:  e-Delivery of Course Materials 
 

Just prior to last month’s Board meeting, the system’s Councils held a meeting with 
representatives from Pearson who laid out a paradigm developing within their business as the 
world moves from print to electronic publishing.  This e-delivery model they are considering 
does allow significant cost savings for students.  Other publishing firms are considering 
alternative models.  Regardless, it is clear that the changes in technologies will lead to changes in 
the teaching/learning processes.    
 

Shortly after this meeting, I asked for volunteers from each of the campuses and names 
were submitted. These have been compiled and a tentative list of the members of the working 
group has been generated.  While we did briefly consider calling a meeting of this group as the 
semester came to a close, it was decided that it was more important to shape the process a bit 
before this goes forward.  To this end, a discussion with AAC will be helpful.   
 

Once again, there is one point that needs to be stressed.  It was apparent from the 
comments made and the questions asked that campuses are beginning to think about the range of 
issues here.  The system office believes there are benefits to taking a system-wide approach to 
this.  However, even though Pearson has been part of this process, they were invited to put a 
model on the table solely to help start the discussions.  They were not invited to propose a 
solution.  The system needs to frame this one before we jump to solutions.    
 

The Council will be asked to lay out a charge for this group.  In addition, the members of 
the Council should be prepared to discuss what role they wish to play individually and 
collectively in this process.   
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RECOMMENDED ACTION 
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